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1.

Please fill in details about name, reference code etc. on the question paper and answer sheet. The Answer
Sheet is machine-readable. Use only black/blue ball point pen to fill in the answer sheet.

2.

This test consists of three parts, Section A, Section B and Section C. You must answer questions
according to the program you are applying for :
Candidates applying for

Must Answer

Should Not Attempt

Integrated Ph.D.

Section A and Section B

Section C

Ph.D.

Section A and Section C

Section B

Section A contains 25 questions, Section B and Section C contain 15 questions each. Note that the test
contains multiple-choice questions as well as numerical-type questions (36-40 in section B and 51-55 in
section C) where you have to fill in numbers in the answer-sheet.
4.

Indicate your ANSWER ON THE ANSWER SHEET by filling in the appropriate circle or circles
completely for each question.
For multiple-choice questions, only ONE of the options given at the end of each question is correct. Do
not mark more than one circle for any multiple choice question : this will be treated as a wrong answer.
For number-type questions, the answers should be indicated on the answer sheet by filling in circles for
appropriate numbers. All three circles for each answer should be filled to get the credit. Detailed
instructions are given inside the question paper.

5.

6.

The marking shall be as follows:
Multiple-choice

Numerical

If the answer is correct :

+3

+5

If the answer is incorrect :

-1

0

If the answer is not attempted :

0

0

If more than one circle is marked (only for multiple-choice):

0

Not applicable

Note that there is negative marking for multiple-choice questions, but not for the numerical-type
questions.
We advise you to first mark the correct answers on the QUESTION PAPER and then to TRANSFER these
to the ANSWER SHEET only when you are sure of your choice.

7.

Rough work may be done on blank pages of the question paper. If needed, you may ask for extra rough
sheets from an Invigilator.

8.

Use of calculators is permitted. Calculator which plots graphs is NOT allowed. Multiple-use devices such
as cell phones, smartphones etc., CANNOT be used for this purpose.

9.

Do NOT ask for clarifications from the invigilators regarding the questions. They have been instructed not
to respond to any such inquiries from candidates. In case a correction/clarification is deemed necessary, the
invigilator(s) will announce it publicly.

10. List of useful physical constants is given on the next page. Make sure to use only these values while
answering the questions.
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USEFUL CONSTANTS
Symbol

Name/Definition

Value

reduced Planck constant (ൌ ݄Ȁʹߨ)
gravitational constant

͵ǤͲͲ ൈ ͳͲ଼ m s-1
ͳǤͲͶ ൈ ͳͲିଷସ J s
Ǥ ൈ ͳͲିଵଵ m3 kg-1 s-2

solar mass

ͳǤͻͻ ൈ ͳͲଷ kg

ߝ

permittivity of free space

ͺǤͺͷ ൈ ͳͲିଵଶ F m-1

ߤ

permeability of free space

݁

electron charge (magnitude)

ͳǤͲ ൈ ͳͲିଵଽ C

electron mass

ͻǤͳͲ ൈ ͳͲିଷଵ kg

ܿ

ܩே
ٖܯ

speed of light in vacuum

݉

ͳǤʹ ൈ ͳͲି N A-2

ൌ ͲǤͷͲͲ MeV/c
ܽ

2

0.510 Å

Bohr radius

13.6 eV

ionisation potential of H atom

ܰ

Avogadro number

ǤͲʹ ൈ ͳͲଶଷ mol-1

݇

Boltzmann constant

ͳǤ͵ͺ ൈ ͳͲିଶଷ J K-1
ൌ ͺǤʹ ൈ ͳͲିହ eV K-1
ͺǤ͵ͳ J mol-1 K-1

ܴ ൌ ܰ ݇ gas constant
ߛ ൌ ܥ Ȁܥ ratio of specific heats: monatomic gas

1.67

diatomic gas

1.40

ߪ

Stefan-Boltzmann constant

ߙ

fine structure constant (ൌ ݁ ଶ ȀͶߨߝ ܿ)

݃

acceleration due to gravity

ܴா

radius of the Earth

ܴௌ
݉

radius of the Sun

ͷǤ ൈ ͳͲି଼ W m-2 K-4
1/137
9.80 m s-2
ǤͶͲ ൈ ͳͲଷ Km
ǤͲͲ ൈ ͳͲହ Km
ͳǤͲ ൈ ͳͲିଶ kg

proton mass (ൎ ʹͲͲͲ݉ )

ൌ ͻ͵ͺǤͲ MeV/c
݉

ͳǤͲ ൈ ͳͲ

neutron mass (ൎ ʹͲͲͲ݉ )

ିଶ

2

kg

ൌ ͻͶͲǤͲ MeV/c
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UNIT CONVERSIONS
Symbol Name/Definition

Value

1 A.U. mean distance of Earth from Sun
1 a.m.u. atomic mass unit

ͳǤͷͲ ൈ ͳͲଽ km
ͳǤͲ ൈ ͳͲିଶ kg
ൌ ͻ͵ʹǤͲ MeV/c

2

ͳǤͲ ൈ ͳͲିଵଽ J

1 eV

electron Volt

1T

Tesla

1 bar

mean atmospheric pressure at 00 C

1Å

Ångstrom unit

ܿ

conversion constant

ͳͲସ gauss
ͳǤͲͳ ൈ ͳͲହ Pa (= N m-2)
10-8 cm
͵Ǥͳ ൈ ͳͲିଶ J m-1
ൌ ͲǤͳͻ GeV fm
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GS-2016-X (Physics)

Section A

To be attempted by ALL candidates.

1. If  ݔis a continuous variable which is uniformly distributed over the real line
from  ݔൌ Ͳ to  ݔ՜ λ according to the distribution
݂ሺݔሻ ൌ ሺെͶݔሻ
then the expectation value of
 Ͷݔ
is
(a) zero
2.

(b) ͳȀʹ

(c) ͳȀͶ

(d)

ͳΤͳ

If the eigenvalues of a symmetric ͵ ൈ ͵ matrix A are Ͳǡ ͳǡ ͵ and the
corresponding eigenvectors can be written as
ͳ
൭ͳ൱ǡ
ͳ

ͳ
ͳ
൭ Ͳ ൱ǡ൭െʹ൱
െͳ
ͳ

respectively, then the matrix ۯସ is
(a)

(c)

Ͷͳ െͺͳ ͶͲ
൭െͺͳ
Ͳ
െͺͳ൱
ͶͲ െͺͳ Ͷͳ

(b)

ͳͶ െʹ ͳ͵
൭െʹ ͷͶ െʹ൱
ͳ͵ െʹ ͳͶ

(d)

െͺʹ െͺͳ ͻ
൭െͺͳ ͺͳ െͺͳ൱
ͻ െͺͳ ͺ͵
ͳͶ െͳ͵ ʹ
൭െͳ͵ ͷͶ െͳ͵൱
ʹ െͳ͵ ͳͶ

3. In a triangular lattice a particle moves from a lattice
point to any of its 6 neighbouring points with equal
probability, as shown in the figure on the right.
The probability that the particle is back at its
starting point after 3 moves is
(a) ͷȀͳͺ

(b) ͳȀ

(c) ͳȀͳͺ

(d) ͳȀ͵

4. A ball is dropped vertically from a height  ܪon to a plane surface and
permitted to bounce repeatedly along a vertical line. After every bounce, its
kinetic energy becomes a quarter of its kinetic energy before the bounce. The
ball will come to rest after time
(a) infinity

(b)

ሺʹܪΤ݃ሻଵȀଶ

(c)
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ʹሺʹܪΤ݃ሻଵȀଶ

(d)

͵ሺʹܪΤ݃ሻଵȀଶ

5. In a moving car, the wheels will skid if the brakes are applied too suddenly.
This is because
(a)

the inertia of the car will carry it forward.

(b) the momentum of the car must be conserved.
(c)

the impulsive retarding force exceeds the limiting force of static friction.

(d) the kinetic friction will suddenly get converted to static friction.

6. An aircraft, which weighs ͳʹͲͲͲ kg when unloaded, is on a relief mission,
carrying ͶͲͲͲ food packets weighing 1 kg each. The plane is gliding
horizontally with its engines off at a uniform speed of ͷͶͲ kmph when the first
food packet is dropped. Assume that the horizontal air drag can be neglected
and the aircraft keeps moving horizontally. If one food packet is dropped every
second, then the distance between the last two packet drops will be
(a) ͳǤͷ Km

(b) ʹͲͲ m

(c) ͳͷͲ m

(d) ͳͲͲ m

Imagine that a narrow tunnel is excavated through the
Earth as shown in the diagram on the left and that the
mass excavated to create the tunnel is extremely small
compared to Earth’s mass ܯ.

7.
݀
ܴ

A person falls into the tunnel at one end. at time  ݐൌ Ͳ.
Assuming that the tunnel is frictionless, the person will
(a)

fall straight through, escaping Earth's gravity at time ʹߨඥܴ ଷΤܯܩ

(b)

describe simple harmonic motion with period ʹߨሺ݀Τܴ ሻඥܴଷ Τܯܩ

(c)

describe simple harmonic motion with period ʹߨඥሺܴ െ ݀ሻଷ Τܯܩ

(d)

describe simple harmonic motion with period ʹߨඥܴ ଷΤܯܩ

8. A grounded conducting sphere of radius ܽ is placed with its centre at the
origin. A point dipole of dipole moment Ԧ ൌ ݇ is placed at a distance ݀ along
the ݔ-axis, where ଓƸǡ ݇ are the units vector along the  ݔand ݖ-axes respectively.
This leads to the formation of an image dipole of strength Ԧᇱ at a distance ݀ᇱ
from the centre along the ݔ-axis. If ݀ᇱ ൌ ܽଶ Ȁ݀, then Ԧᇱ ൌ
(a) െ

ܽସ 
݇
݀ସ

(b)

െ

ܽଷ 
݇
݀ଷ

(c)
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െ

ܽଶ 
݇
݀ଶ

(d)

െ

ܽ
݇
݀

9. A long, solid dielectric cylinder of radius a is permanently polarized so that
the polarization is everywhere radially outward, with a magnitude proportional
ଵ

ሬԦ ൌ  ܲ ݎݎƸ . The bound
to the distance from the axis of the cylinder, i.e., ܲ
ଶ

charge density in the cylinder is given by
(a) െܲ

(b)

(c)

ܲ

(d)

െܲ Ȁʹ

ܲ Ȁʹ

10. A circular loop of fine wire of radius ܴcarrying a current  ܫis placed in a
uniform magnetic field  ܤperpendicular to the plane of the loop. If the
breaking tension of the wire is ܶ , the wire will break when the magnetic field
exceeds
(a)

ܶ Ȁܴܫ

(b) ܶ Ȁʹߨܴܫ

(c)

ߤ ܶ Τʹߨܴܫ

(c) ߤ ܶ ΤͶߨܴܫ

11. A gas of non-interacting particles, each of rest mass ͳ MeV, is at a
temperature ܶ ൌ ʹǤͲ ൈ  ͳͲ K and has an average particle density ݊ ൌ ʹǤ ൈ ͳͲଷସ
cm-3. We can obtain a reasonably correct treatment of this system
(a) only by using special relativity as well as quantum mechanics.
(b) by neglecting quantum mechanics but not special theory of relativity.
(c) by neglecting special relativity but not quantum mechanics.
(d) by neglecting both special relativity and quantum mechanics.

12. A one-dimensional harmonic oscillator of mass ݉ and natural frequency ߱is
in the quantum state
ȁ߰ ۄൌ

ͳ
ξ͵

ȁͲ ۄ 

݅
ξ͵

ȁͳ  ۄ 

݅
ξ͵

ȁʹۄ
ଵ

at time  ݐൌ Ͳ, where ȁ݊ ۄdenotes the eigenstate with eigenvalue ቀ݊  ଶቁ ߱.
It follows that the expectation value  ۄݔۃof the position operator ݔො is
ͳ

(a)

ݔሺͲሻ   ߱ ݐ 

(c)

ͳ
ݔሺͲሻ   ߱ ݐെ   ߱ݐ൨
ʹ

ξ͵

 ߱ݐ൨
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(b)

ݔሺͲሻሾ  ߱ ݐെ  ߱ݐሿ

(d)

ݔሺͲሻ   ߱ ݐ 

ͳ
ξʹ

 ߱ݐ൨

13. A particle is confined inside a onedimensional potential well ܸሺݔሻ , as shown
on the right.

ܸሺݔሻ

One of the possible probability distributions
ȁ߰ሺݔሻȁଶ for an energy eigenstate for this
particle is
(a)

ȁ߰ሺݔሻȁଶ

(b)

(c)

ȁ߰ሺݔሻȁଶ

ݔ

Ͳ

ݔ

Ͳ

ݔ

Ͳ

ȁ߰ሺݔሻȁଶ

ȁ߰ሺݔሻȁଶ

(d)

ݔ

Ͳ

ݔ

Ͳ

14. The energy per oscillator of an isolated system of a large number of identical
non-interacting fermions in a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator potential is
ͷ߱ȀͶ , where ߱ is the angular frequency of the harmonic oscillator. The
entropy of the system per oscillator is given by
(a) ͲǤʹͷ

(b) ͲǤͷ

(c) ͲǤ͵

ͲǤͷ

(d)

15. In the temperature range ͳͲͲ െ ͳͲͲͲ C, the molar specific heat of a metal
varies with temperature ܶ (measured in degrees Celsius) according to the
formula ܥ ൌ  ሺͳ  ܶȀͷሻ J-deg C-1-mol-1. If ͲǤʹ kg of the metal at ͲͲ C is
brought in thermal contact with ͲǤͳ kg of the same metal at ͵ͲͲ C, the final
equilibrium temperature, in deg C, will be
[Assume that no heat is lost due to radiation and/or other effects.]
(a) Ͷ

(b) ͷ

(c) ͵ͺ͵

(d) ͷͳͻ

16. In a fixed target experiment, a proton of total energy 200 GeV is bombarded
ഥ
on a proton at rest and produces a nucleus ܰ and its anti-nucleus ܰ
ܼ

ഥ
   ՜  ܼܰܣ ܰܣ
The heaviest nucleus ܰthat can be created has atomic mass number  ܣൌ
(a) ͳͷ

(b) ͻ

(c) ͷ
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(d)

Ͷ

17. In a simple cubic lattice of lattice constant 0.287 nm, the number of atoms
per mm2 along the 111 plane is
(a) ʹǤͳͳ ൈ  ͳͲଵଷ

(b) ͳǤ͵ ൈ  ͳͲଵଷ  (c) ͳǤʹͻ ൈ  ͳͲଵଷ

(d)

ͳǤʹͳ ൈ  ͳͲଵଷ 

18. In a glass fibre, light propagates by total internal reflection from the inner
surface. A very short pulse of light enters a perfectly uniform glass fibre at
 ݐൌ Ͳand emerges from the other end of the fibre with negligible losses. If the
refractive index of the glass used in the fibre is 1.5 and its length is exactly
1.0 km, the time  ݐat which the output pulse will have completely exited the
fibre will be

(a) ͷǤͲߤ

(b) Ǥͷߤ

(c) ʹͷ݊

(d)

ͷͲ݊ 

19. In an ionization experiment conducted in the laboratory, different singlycharged positive ions are produced and accelerated simultaneously using a
uniform electric field along the ݔ-axis. If we need to determine the masses of
various ions produced, which of the following methods will NOT work
(a) Detect them at a fixed distance from the interaction point along ݔ-axis
and measure their time of arrival.
(b) Apply a uniform magnetic field along ݕ-axis and measure the deviation.
(c) Apply a uniform electric field along ݕ-axis and measure the deviation.
(d) Apply a uniform electric field along ݕ-axis and a (variable) uniform
magnetic field along ݖ-axis simultaneously and note the zero deviation.
20. An observer stands at the edge of a swimming pool, as sketched in the figure
below.

This observer will perceive the pool as
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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21. Consider a process in which atoms of Actinium-226 ( ଶଶ
଼ଽ ) get converted to
ଶଶ
atoms of Radium-226 ( ଼଼) and the yield of energy is ͲǤͶ MeV per atom.
This occurs through
(a)
(c)

 ՜ ݊  ݁  ߥ݁ 
and    ݁ ି ՜ ݊  ߥ

Only  ՜ ݊  ݁ ା  ߥ

(b)
(d)

 ՜ ݊  ݁  ߥ݁ 
and ݊ ՜   ݁ ି  ߥҧ

Only    ݁ ି ՜ ݊  ߥ

22. Two homonuclear diatomic molecules produce different rotational spectra,
even though the atoms are known to have identical chemical properties. This
leads to the conclusion that the atoms must be
(a) isotopes, i.e. with the same atomic number.
(b) isobars, i.e. with the same atomic weight.
(c) isotones, i.e. with the same neutron number.
(d) isomers, i.e. with the same atomic number and weight.
23. In
the
generalized
operational
amplifier circuit shown on the right,
the op. amp. has a very high input
impedance ( ܼ  ͷͲM:) and an open
gain of 1000 for the frequency range
under consideration. Assuming that
the op. amp. draws negligible current,
the
voltage
ratio
ܸଶ Ȁܸଵ
is
approximately
(a) െͳͻͲ

(b) െͳͻͲ

What will be the ratio of the
resistances ܴଶ Ȁܴଵ , in order to make
this circuit function as a source of
constant current,  ܫൌ ͳ݉?ܣ
(a) ͶǤͷ

െ

ܸଵ

(c)

24. In the transistor circuit shown on the
right, assume that the voltage drop
between the base and the emitter is
0.5 V.

(b) ͵ǤͲ

ܸଶ

ܼ

(d) ͺͲ

െͻͲ

LOAD

ܴଶ

Ǥͷ V
ܴଵ
ʹ k:

(c) ʹǤͷ
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ͷͲͲ k:

ͷ k:

(d)

ʹǤͲ

25. For the circuit depicted on the right, the input
voltage ܸ is a simple sinusoid as shown
below, where the time period is much smaller
compared to the time constant of this circuit.

ܴ

The voltage ܸ across  ܥis best represented by
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE
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ܸ

ܸ
ܥ

GS-2016-X (Physics)

Section B
To be attempted only by candidates for Integrated Ph.D. programme.
(Candidates for Ph.D. programme will get NO credit for attempting this section.)

26. The integral

ஶ

න
evaluates to
(a) zero



ݔ
݀ݔ
ݔ
 ൬െ ൰ െ  ൬െ ൰൨
ݔ
ξ͵
ξʹ

(b) ʹǤͲ͵ ൈ ͳͲିଶ

(c) ʹǤͲ͵ ൈ ͳͲିଵ

27. A uniform solid wheel of mass  ܯand radius ݎis halted
at a step of height h as shown in the figure. The
minimum force ܨ, applied horizontally at the centre of
the wheel, necessary to raise the wheel over this step is

ʹǤͲ͵

ݎ

ܨ
݄

ඥ݄ሺʹ ݎ ݄ሻ
ݎെ݄

(a) ݃ܯ

ඥ݄ሺʹ ݎെ ݄ሻ
ݎ݄

(b)

݃ܯ

(c)

ඥ݄ሺ ݎ ݄ሻ
ݎെ݄

(d)

݃ܯ

݃ܯ

(d)

ඥ݄ሺʹ ݎെ ݄ሻ
ݎെ݄

28. In a futuristic scenario, two spaceships, A and B, are running a race, where
they start from the same point (marked START) but fly in opposite directions
at constant speeds close to the speed of light. An observer fixed at the
starting point observes that they both cross the points marked END, which
are equidistant from the starting point, at the same time. Afterwards this
observer receives messages from both spaceships.

Which of the following could be true?
(a) Both A and B agree that A won the race.
(b) A and B both claim to have won the race.
(c) Both A and B agree that they crossed the end point simultaneously.
(d) A thinks B won the race while B thinks A won the race.
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29. The equation of state for a gas is given by
ߙܰ ଶ
ቈ  ൬ ൰  ሺܸ െ ߚܰሻ ൌ ܰ݇ ܶ
ܸ
where ܲǡ ܸǡ ܶǡ ܰǡ and ݇ represent pressure, volume, temperature, number of
atoms and the Boltzmann constant,
respectively, while ߙ and ߚ are
constants specific to the gas.
If the critical point C corresponds to a point of inflexion of the -ܸ curve,
then the critical volume ܸ and critical pressure  for this gas are given by
(a)

ܸ ൌ ͵ߚܰǡ  ൌ ߙ ଶ Τ͵ߚ ଶ

(b)

ܸ ൌ ͵ߚܰǡ  ൌ ߙ Τʹߚଶ

(c)

ܸ ൌ ͵ߚܰǡ  ൌ ͺߙ ଶ Τʹߚ

(d)

ܸ ൌ ͵ߚܰǡ  ൌ ߙ ଶ Τʹߚ ଶ

30. The lattice constant of a material is of the order of a ߤ݉, and its bond energies
are of the order of an eV. The bulk modulus of such a material, in Pascals, is
of the order of
(a) ͳͲିଵ

(b) ͳͲିଷ

(c) ͳͲି

(d)

ͳͲଽ

31. Two harmonic oscillators A and B are in excited eigenstates with the same
excitation energy E, as measured from their respective ground state energies.
The natural frequency of A is twice that of B.

If the wavefunction of B is as sketched in the above picture, which of the
following would best represent the wavefunction of A ?
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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32. Three positively charged particles lie on a straight line at positions Ͳǡ  ݔand ͳͲ
as indicated in the figure below. Their charges are ܳǡ ʹܳǡ and Ͷܳ cm
respectively.
ܳ
ʹܳ
Ͷܳ
Ͳ

ݔ

ͳͲ

If the charges at  ݔൌ Ͳ and  ݔൌ ͳͲ are fixed and the charge at ݔis movable, the
system will be in equilibrium when  ݔൌ
(a) ͺ

(c) ʹͲΤ͵

(b) ʹ

33. Consider the following system. Two circular
loops of wire are placed horizontally, having a
common axis passing vertically through the
centre of each coil (see figure). The lower loop
has radius  ݎand carries a current ݅ as shown in
the figure. The upper loop has a radius ܴ (ܴ )ݎ ب
and is at a distance  )ܴ ب ݔ(ݔabove it.
If the lower loop is held fixed and the upper loop
moves upwards with a uniform velocity  ݒൌ
݀ݔȀ݀ݐ, then the induced e.m.f. and the direction
of the induced current in this loop will be

(d) ͳͲΤ͵

ܴ

ݔ

݅

ݎ

(a) ͵݅ߤ ߨ ଶ  ݎଶ ܴଶ ݒΤʹ ݔସ ; anti-clockwise

(b) ʹ݅ߤ ߨ ଶ  ݎଶ ܴଶ ݒΤʹ ݔସ ; clockwise

(c) ͵݅ߤ ߨ ଶ  ݎଶ ܴଶ ݒΤʹ ݔଷ ; anti-clockwise

(d) ʹ݅ߤ ߨ ଶ  ݎଶ ܴଶ ݒΤ͵ ݔଷ ; clockwise

34. A student in the laboratory is provided with a bunch of standard resistors as
well as the following instruments
 Voltmeter accurate to 0.1 V
 Ammeter accurate to 0.01 A
 Constant current source (ideal)

 Thermometer accurate to 0.1 C
 Stop watch accurate to 0.05 s
 Constant voltage source (ideal)

Using this equipment (and nothing else), the student is expected to measure
the resistance ܴ of one of the given resistors. The least accurate result would
be obtained by
(a) measuring the Joule heating.
(b) passing a constant current and measuring the voltage across it.
(c) measuring the current on application of a constant voltage across it.
(d) the Wheatstone bridge method.
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35. In a digital circuit for three input signals (A, B and C) the final output (Y)
should be such that for inputs
A B C
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
the output (Y) should be low and for all other cases it should be high.
Which of the following digital circuits will give such output?
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE PROCEEDING FURTHER
The following questions (36 – 40) must be answered by integers of 3 digits each. You may
round off, e.g. Ǥ   ࢞ ൏ ͳʹǤ  as ࢞ ൌ  and e.g. Ǥ   ࢞  Ǥ  as
࢞ ൌ  and so on. Answer these questions on the OMR by filling in bubbles as you did
for your reference code. Use only values of constants given in the table ‘USEFUL

CONSTANTS’.
Note that if the answer is, e.g. 25, you must fill in 025 and if it is, e.g. 5, you must fill in
005. If it is 0, you must fill in 000. If the zeros are not filled in (where required), the answer
will be not be credited.
There are NO NEGATIVE MARKS for these questions.

36.

On a planet having the same mass and diameter as the Earth, it is
observed that objects become weightless at the equator. Find the time period of
rotation of this planet in minutes (as defined on the Earth).
Answer = 085
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37. The function ݕሺݔሻ satisfies the differential equation
݀ݕ
ݔ
ൌ ݕሺ  ݕെ   ݔ ͳሻ
݀ݔ
with the initial condition ݕሺͳሻ ൌ ͵. What will be the value of ݕሺ͵ሻ?

Answer = 081

38. Two containers are maintained at the same temperature and are filled
with ideal gases whose molecules have mass ݉ଵ and ݉ଶ respectively. The
mean speed of molecules of the second gas is ͳͲ times the r.m.s. speed of
the molecules of the first gas. Find the ratio of ݉ଵ Ȁ݉ଶ , to the nearest
Answer = 118
integer.
39. A particle is confined in a one-dimensional box
of unit length, i.e.  ܮൌ ͳ, i.e. in a potential

ܸሺݔሻ ൌ ൝

ܸሺݔሻ

Ͳ Ͳ ൏  ݔ൏ ͳ
߰ሺݔሻ

λ 
The energy eigenvalues of this particle are
denoted ܧ , ܧଵ , ܧଶ , ܧଷ , ...
Ͳ

ͳȀʹ

ͳ

ݔ

In a particular experiment, the wavefunction of
this particle, at  ݐൌ Ͳ, is given by

ξʹͲ ൏  ݔ൏ ͳȀʹ
߰ሺݔሻ ൌ ൝

Ͳ

Answer = 000

If, simultaneously, i.e. at  ݐൌ Ͳ, a measurement of the energy of the particle is
made, find ͳͲͲଷ , where ଷ is the probability that the measurement will yield
the energy ܧଷ .

40. Consider a sawtooth waveform which rises linearly from Ͳ Volt to ͳ Volt in ͳͲ
ns and then decays linearly to Ͳ V over a period of ͳͲͲ ns. Find the r.m.s.
Answer = 577
voltage in units of milliVolt?

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE
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GS-2016-X (Physics)

Section C
To be attempted only by candidates for Ph.D. programme.
(Candidates for Integrated Ph.D. programme will get NO credit for attempting this section.)

41. The value of the integral
 ݖ
݀ݖ
ݖ

where  ܥis the circle of centre z = 0 and radius =1
ර

(b)݅ߨΤͳʹͲ

(a) ݅ߨ

݅ߨΤͲ

(c)

(d)

െ ݅ߨΤ

42. In a Rutherford scattering experiment, the number ܰ of particles scattered in
a direction ߠ , i.e. ݀ܰȀ݀ߠ , as a function of the scattering angle ߠ (in the
laboratory frame) varies as
(a)



ସ

ߠ
ʹ

(b)



ଶ

ߠ
ߠ

ʹ
ʹ

(c)



ଶ

ߠ
ߠ
ଶ
ʹ
ʹ

(d) 

ସ

ߠ
ʹ

43. In a simple stellar model, the density ߩof a spherical star of mass ܯvaries
according to the distance  ݎfrom the centre according to
ݎଶ
ߩሺݎሻ ൌ ߩ ቆͳ െ ଶ ቇ
ܴ
where ܴ is the radius of the star. The gravitational potential energy of this star
(in terms of Newton’s constant ܩே ) will be
(a) െ ܩே ܯଶ ΤͶߨܴ 
(c)

(b) െ ͵ܩே ܯଶ Τͷܴ

െ ͷܩே ܯଶΤܴ

(d) െ ͵ܩே ܯଶ Τܴ

44. A particle moving in one dimension is confined inside a rigid box located
between  ݔൌ െܽȀʹ and  ݔൌ ܽȀʹ. If the particle is in its ground state
߰ ሺݔሻ ൌ  ඥʹΤܽ  

ߨݔ
ܽ

the quantum mechanical probability of its having a momentum  is given by
(a)

ͺସ
ܽ
 ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ሺߨ  െ  ܽ ሻ
ʹ

(b)

ߨ ଶ ସ
ܽ
ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ሺߨ  െ  ܽ ሻ
ʹ

(c)

ʹସ
ܽ
 ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ଶ
ሺߨ    ܽ ሻ
ʹ

(d)

ͳସ
ሺߨ ଶ ଶ െ ଶ ܽଶ ሻଶ
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45. Consider two spin-1/2 identical particles A and B, separated by a distance ݎ,
interacting through a potential
ܸ
ܸሺݎሻ ൌ  ܵԦ Ǥ ܵԦ
ݎ
where ܸ is a positive constant and the spins are ܵԦǡ ൌ ߪԦ ൌ ൫ߪ௫ ǡ ߪ௬ ǡ ߪ௭ ൯ in terms
of the Pauli spin matrices. The expectation values of this potential in the spinsinglet and triplet states are
ܸ
ܸ
ǡ   
͵ݎ
ݎ

(b)    െ

͵ܸ
ܸ
ǡ    
ݎ
ݎ

͵ܸ
ܸ
ǡ    െ
ݎ
ݎ

(d)    െ

ܸ
͵ܸ
ǡ   
ݎ
ݎ

(a)    െ
(c)

  

46. Two semi-infinite slabs A and B of dielectric constant ߳ and ߳ meet in a
plane interface, as shown in the figure below.

A B
ܧሬԦ 
ߠ 

ߠ 
ܧሬԦ 
߳  ߳ 

If the electric field in slab A makes an angle ߠ with the normal to the
boundary and the electric field in slab B makes an angle ߠ with the same
normal (see figure), then
(a)

ߠ ൌ 

߳
 ߠ
߳

(b) ߠ ൌ 

߳
 ߠ
߳

(c)

ߠ ൌ 

߳
ߠ
߳

(d) ߠ ൌ 

߳
 ߠ
߳

47. The Weizsäcker semi-empirical mass formula for an odd nucleus with ܼ
protons and  ܣnucleons may be written as
ܯሺܼǡ ܣሻ ൌ  ߙଵ  ܣ  ߙଶ ܣଶȀଷ   ߙଷ ܼ   ߙସ ܼ ଶ
where the ߙ are constants independent of ܼǡ  ܣ. For a given  ܣ, if ܼ  is the
number of protons of the most stable isobar, the total energy released when
an unstable nuclide undergoes a single ߚ ି decay to (ܼ ǡ  )ܣis
(a)

ߙଷ

(b) ߙସ

(c) ߙସ െ ߙଷ
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(d)

ߙଵ  ߙଶ

48. In the experiment shown in figure (i) below, the emitted electrons from the
cathode (C) are made to pass through the mercury vapor filled in the tube by
accelerating them using a grid (G) at potential V, positive w.r.t. the cathode.
The electrons are collected by the anode (A).

Voltage

(ii)

(i)

The variation of electron current (I) as a function of V is given in figure (ii). The

shape of this curve must be interpreted as due to
(a) ionization of mercury atoms.
(b) an emission line from mercury atoms.
(c) attachment of electrons to mercury atoms.
(d) resonant backscattering of electrons to cathode from grid.
49. The dispersion relation for electrons in the conduction band of a ݊ -type
semiconductor has the form ܧሺ݇ሻ ൌ ܽ݇ ଶ  ܾ where ܽ and ܾ are constants. It
was observed that the cyclotron resonance frequency of such electrons is
߱ ൌ ͳǤͺ ൈ ͳͲଵଵ rad s-1, when placed in a magnetic field  ܤൌ ͲǤͳ W m-2. It follows
that the constant ܽ must be about
(a)

ͳͲିଷ

(b) ͳͲିଶ଼

(c) ͳͲିଷଶ

(d) ͳͲିଷ଼

50. Consider the hyperon decay ሺͳሻ߉ ՜ ݊   ߨ  followed by ሺʹሻߨ  ՜ ߛߛ . If the
isospin component, baryon number and strangeness quantum numbers are
denoted by ܫ௭ ,  ܤand ܵ respectively, then which of the following statements is
completely correct?
(a) In (1) ܫ௭ is not conserved,  ܤis conserved, ܵ is not conserved;
In (2) ܫ௭ is conserved,  ܤis conserved, ܵ is conserved.
(b) In (1) ܫ௭ is conserved,  ܤis not conserved, ܵ is not conserved;
In (2) ܫ௭ is conserved,  ܤis conserved, ܵ is conserved.
(c) In (1) ܫ௭ is not conserved,  ܤis conserved, ܵ is not conserved;
In (2) ܫ௭ is not conserved,  ܤis conserved, ܵ is conserved.
(d) In (1) ܫ௭ is not conserved,  ܤis conserved, ܵ is conserved;
In (2) ܫ௭ is conserved,  ܤis conserved, ܵ is conserved.
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PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE PROCEEDING FURTHER
The answer to the following questions (51 – 55) must be answered by integers of 3 digits
each. You may round off, e.g. Ǥ   ࢞ ൏ ͳʹǤ  as ࢞ ൌ  and e.g. Ǥ   ࢞ 
Ǥ  as ࢞ ൌ  and so on. Answer these questions on the OMR by filling in bubbles as
you did for your reference code. Use only values of constants given in the table ‘USEFUL

CONSTANTS’.
Note that if the answer is, e.g. 25, you must fill in 025 and if it is, e.g. 5, you must fill in
005. If it is 0, you must fill in 000. If the zeros are not filled in (where required), the answer
will be not be credited.
There are NO NEGATIVE MARKS for these questions.

51. Given the infinite series
ݕሺݔሻ ൌ ͳ  ͵ ݔ  ݔଶ  ͳͲ ݔଷ   ڮ

ሺ݊  ͳሻሺ݊  ʹሻ 
 ݔ  ڮAnswer = 343
ʹ

find the value of ݕሺݔሻ for  ݔൌ Ȁ.

52. A quantum mechanical plane rotator consists of two rigidly connected
particles of mass m and connected by a massless rod of length d is rotating in
the x-y plane about their centre of mass. Suppose that the initial state of the
rotor is given by
߰ሺ߮ǡ  ݐൌ Ͳሻ ൌ  ܣଶ ߮ǡ

Answer = 004

where ߮ is the angle between one mass and the x axis, while  ܣis a
normalization constant. Find the expectation value of ͵ܮଶ௭ in this state, in
units of ଶ .

53. A continuous monochromatic (ߣ ൌ ͲͲ ) laser beam is chopped into
0Ǥ ͳ pulses using some sort of shutter. Find the resultant linewidth ߂ߣ of
Answer = 012
the beam in units of ͳͲିଷ .

54. N distinguishable particles are distributed among three states having
energies  ܧൌ Ͳǡ ݇ ܶ and ʹ݇ ܶ respectively. If the total equilibrium energy of
the system is ͳ͵ͺǤͲ݇ ܶ, find the number ܰof particles.
Answer = 325
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55. The circuit shown below contains an unknown device X.

100 :

100 :
Answer = 012
ࡵ

2V

The current-voltage characteristics of the device X were determined and are
shown in the plot given below.

Determine the current I (in mA) flowing through the device X.

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE
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